Secure . Accessible . Reliable

ABOUT US
WHY IT SECURITY?
With the entire global industry moving their
businesses to the online world in this digital age,
this is leading to unknown threats and risks. This
is where various technologies in IT SECURITY
solutions come into play.

WHY NETWORK AND
BACKUP?
Net Desire Technologies is a
technology
driven
company
providing customized solutions
in Information Technology. Be
it end-to-end IT solutions or IT
infrastructure.
Started
by
few
hard-core
professionals with the drive for
perfection in technology and
razor edge business acumen
and passion of being the best in
class.

With a constant demand to be up-to date
technologically and with critical applications
handling the core functioning of an organization,
the rise of virtualization, the explosion of data
creation and the availability of cloud services is
creating new challenges to maintaining effective
backup and disaster recovery programs for
critical data. This is where various technologies
in NETWORK and BACKUP solutions become a
necessity.

WHY NET DESIRE?
Net Desire Technologies provides world class IT
SECURITY, NETWORK, BACKUP AND RECOVERY
solutions that can handle all disastrous situations
for your mission critical data and prevent any kind
of failure.....!!!

OUR SERVICES

Net Desire Technologies has several man
years of experience in implementing solution

Net Desire Technologies is into providing

products in IT SECURITY, NETWORK AND

IT Security, Backup & Data Recovery, CRM

BACKUP in various industries such as Banking

and IT Infrastructure Solutions with Annual

& Finance, Government, Oil & Gas, Defense,

Maintenance Contracts (AMC) in all of the

Manufacturing,

above mentioned areas.

Hospitality,

Medical,

Education and deliver value every moment
through their partner network in the entire
UAE.

With our network hardware and software
solution implementation, regardless of location,

Net Desire Technologies takes the freedom here
to assert it to be its responsibility to protect
your organization from these unknown threats
and risks with its IT security and technology

application, or information stream, we provide
tailor made solutions to the client requirements
after thoroughly understanding and evaluating
the various dimensions and take 360 degree
perspective to the situation at hand. And, the

expertise....!!!

solutions we deliver are consistent high-quality
Net

Desire Technologies

understands

the

needs of your organization and strives to satisfy

and provide a secured network experience to
the connected users, with the maximum up-

your organizational needs to the best of its

time. The end result is complete customer

ability.....!!!

satisfaction.

IT SECURITY
Protecting the assets of Information Technology in an
organization is termed as IT Security. Anything and
everything coming in the purview of IT in an organization
are protected in IT Security. For example, Data, Trade
secrets, processes, procedures etc.. And, the protection is
from anything and everything: Example, Natural disasters,
Man made disasters, Hackers etc.

What is IT Security?
IT Security comprises of two types of
security

End Point Security
Why end point security?
Endpoint Protection makes an administrators life simple to
secure your end systems against malware and advanced
threats, such as targeted attacks, HIPS, Data Loss,
Adware.

What is end point security?
Endpoint security management is a policy-based approach
to network security that requires endpoint devices to
comply with specific criteria before they are granted
access to network resources.

In Endpoint security management we
can have two approaches
1

A Client/Server model

Endpoint security systems work on a client/server model
in which a centrally managed server or gateway hosts the
security program and an accompanying client program is
installed on each network device.
2

Software-as-a-Service model.

In a software-as-a-service (SaaS) delivery model, the host
server and its security programs are maintained remotely
by the vendor.
In either delivery model, when a client attempts to log onto
the network, the server program validates user credentials
and scans the device to make sure that it complies with
defined corporate security policies before allowing access
to the network.

The beauty of such anti-malware suites is that a single
package with multiple functionalities presents a cohesive
defense between external malware and internal systems
and data. This type of in-depth defense uses different
methods to stop malware so an attempted attack or
intrusion is unlikely to succeed simply by making its way
through a single layer of protection. Plus, a suite is easier
for IT to manage than a collection of different applications
from different vendors such as KASPERSKY, TREND
MICRO, SOPHOS, and ESET.
Here are some typical features found in these kinds of
software suites
1. End point Security
2. Cloud Security
3. Mobile Security
4. Network Access Control
5. Email Protection
6. Data Loss Prevention
7. Encryption
8. Fraud Prevention

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Device Control
Application Control
Web Control
Vulnerability Management
Personal Firewall
Anti-ATP
Security as a Service
Botnet Protection.

Mail Security:
Email security is a multi-layered discipline which
involves using several types of security software,
security technologies, implementing security packages,
good security practices and policies for your entire
organization to essentially secure your organizations email
communications.
Network security systems, that can protect the business
as a whole, are also worth considering as these can help
to block hackers and identity theft.

Data loss prevention (DLP)
DLP is a strategy for making sure that end users do not
send sensitive or critical information outside the corporate
network. The term is also used to describe software
products that help a network administrator control what
data end users can transfer.

Vulnerability Management:
Vulnerability analysis, also known as vulnerability
assessment, is a process that defines, identifies, and
classifies the security holes (vulnerabilities) in a computer,
network, or communications infrastructure. In addition,
vulnerability analysis can forecast the effectiveness of
proposed countermeasures and evaluate their actual
effectiveness after they are put into use.

Networking

Protection

User & App Control







Routing and Bridging
Wireless Controller
Traffic Shapping
VPN

Email protection.
Web server protection
Network protection
Web protection

User Identity
Application control
Web control
Content control.

Patch Management
Net Desire Technologies is excellent at Patch Management
implementation and can keep the organizations security
software’s up to date with application of the patches from
time to time.

Firewall/UTM
Why do we need a firewall?
A firewall controls access to the resources of a network
through a positive control model. This means that the only
traffic allowed onto the network is the one defined in the
firewall policy and all other traffic is denied ensuring the
security of the resources of an organization.

What is a firewall?
A firewall is a network security system which can be
either hardware or software based. It controls incoming
and outgoing network traffic based on a set of rules.
Acting as a barrier between a trusted network and other
un-trusted networks such as the Internet or less-trusted
networks such as a retail merchant’s network outside of a
cardholder data environment.

What all does a Firewall exactly do?
In Networking, a Firewall is responsible for the following
tasks - Routing and Bridging, Wireless Controller, Traffic
Shaping, VPN.

In protection, a Firewall is responsible for -Email
protection, Web server protection, Network protection,
Web protection. In User & App Control, a Firewall is
responsible for - User Identity, Application control, Web
control, Content control.
Experience has shown that most enterprises, at a minimum,
need firewalls, IPS, antivirus, malware protection, threat
intelligence and some sort of wireless security capability.
Next Generation Firewall (NGFWs) covers all these bases
and more, often with aplomb. By contrast, if an enterprise
chooses to deploy point products for each type of
security technology, then the individual cost, maintenance
and protection mechanisms would have to be added
up, considered and weighed against the challenge of
separately supporting each type of security technology.
This also includes, among other things, the effort involved
in integration, training, monitoring and reporting (as well
as quality of service (QoS)) to ensure the proper level of
security by every point product individually and in total.
Enterprises also need to look at their network architecture,
threat vectors and risk appetite to determine if point
products or NGFWs are the best approach. Unlike point
products, NGFWs provide a single vendor, architecture
and management interface for more flexibility in providing
differing levels of protection, common reporting and,
typically, a cost reduction by negating the need to purchase
separate security appliances and services.
Next Generation Firewall (NGFW) iIntegrates all the
advanced networking, protection, user, and app controls
you need to stay secure and compliant.
Some of the popular NGFWs are FORTINET, CYBEROAM,
SOPHOS, DELL-SONIC WALL.

BACKUP, DISASTER RECOVERY AND
MAIL ARCHIVING
What is Backup?
Backup is the activity of copying files or databases so that
they will be preserved and available in case of equipment
failure or other catastrophes.
Backup are of three types namely Local Backup, Off-site
Backup, and Cloud Backup.

What is Disaster Recovery and High
Availability?
Disaster recovery and High Availability is the area of security
planning that deals with protecting an organization from
the effects of crippling cyber attacks, equipment failures,
hurricanes, earthquakes and other natural disasters.
What is Local Backup?
Local Backup: Backing up critical files to diskettes. This
approach is commonly used by people who keep their
checkbooks and personal finance data on the computer.
Programs like Quicken and Managing Your Money
always remind users when they quit the program to
backup their data. If your hard disk crashes, you’ll be
able to reconstruct your checkbook balances. If you
have other files (for example, chapters of a book you’re
working on), you’ll want to backup every single day’s
work. Copying it to a diskette is quick and economical.
What is Off-site Backup?
You can also consider sending your files to another site
for safekeeping. In case your hard disk crashes, you’ll
be able to download them from the safekeeping site.
What is Cloud Backup?
Cloud backup, also known as online backup, is a
strategy for backing up data that involves sending a
copy of the data over a proprietary or public network
to an off-site server. The server is usually hosted by a
third-party service provider, who charges the backup
customer a fee based on capacity, bandwidth or
number of users. In the enterprise, the off-site server
might be proprietary, but the chargeback method would
be similar.

A disaster recovery plan (DRP) documents policies,
procedures and actions to limit the disruption to an
organization in the wake of a disaster. A disaster recovery
plan consists of actions intended to quickly resume
mission-critical functions.
In information technology, disaster recovery includes
restoring servers or mainframes with backups, reestablishing private branch exchanges (PBX) or provisioning
local area networks (LANs) to meet immediate business
needs.
Because business continuity and disaster recovery are so
closely related, the two terms are sometimes combined
as Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery (BCDR or
BC/DR).

MAIL ARCHIVING
MAIL ARCHIVING
What is Backup as A Service?

What is Mail Archiving?

Backup as a service is all of the following:

A systematic approach to saving and protecting the data

•	
Consultative approach to determine customer needs
and an ideal solution
•	Customized service contracts and products based on
requirements and SLAs
•	Managed services capabilities including configuration
and implementation, monitoring, reporting, assistance
with first backup and/or full recovery, and initiation of
restores

What is End Point Backup?
End point backup refers to transmitting enterprise files
from its computers (endpoints) to the cloud.

contained in e-mail messages to be accessed quickly at a
later date.
In the past, the IT department backed up e-mail, in a manner
that made messages UNSEARCHABLE. If a specific e-mail
needed to be traced, it took weeks to find it.
With today’s compliance legislation and legal discovery
rules, it can be located in minutes, not weeks.
The Policy-based e-mail archiving software applications
allow IT managers to manage large e-mail archives, free up
space on production servers and speed up backup times.
These applications include indexing and search capabilities,
access logs to provide a “virtual paper trail” when an e-mail
is subpoenaed, a lifecycle management component acting

What is Universal Restore Technology?

as a traffic cop for all e-mail coming in to the company. The

Universal Restore Technology refers to Quick and easy

the administrator. It will classify e-mail messages needed

system recovery to new, dissimilar hardware. Universal

to be archived, migrate messages to most economical

Restore technology restores your system to any available

and efficient storage media, and automatically delete

machine in minutes, regardless of the platform!

messages when no longer needed.

life cycle management component uses rules set up by

IT INFRASTRUCTURE
1

Infrastructure Solutions

What are the High Lights and
Benefits?

CRM Solutions

•	Cost saving in both IT Infrastructure and Administration
through dedicated Cloud Servers.

Net Desire is one of the pioneers in the UAE region in
implementing Cloud based Software CRM Solutions
and has several man years in implementations in several
kinds of diverse industries such as Banking & Finance,
Government, Oil & Gas, Defense, Manufacturing,
Hospitality, Medical, Education to name a few, with the
following modules:

•	Flexibility to scale users up or down with change in
business requirements.
•	Make the maximum use of every sales opportunity with
a beginning to end view of every opportunity.
•	Reliability to the extent of 99.99% uptime.
•	
24x7 support with the help of Data Centre teams
monitoring redundant data triggering an automatic failover mechanism.
•	Ensuring Security of Client data through backup and
client confidentiality for customers.
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Email Management

What is Cloud Mail Hosting?
•
•
•
•
•

Inventory Management
Purchase Management
Stock Management
Product Management
Enquiry Management

•
•
•
•
•

Quote Processing
Purchase Order & Invoicing
Sales Management
Customer Management
Reports

What are the advantages of
implementing a Cloud based
CRM Solution?
•	Get up and running instantly at a very low cost which is
affordable.
•	For all businesses
•	
For businesses with low or no in-house IT skills or
expertise.
•	For Sales insight which is Real- time.
•	It is a rare system which enables businesses to achieve
99.99% uptime.
•	Support that is real time with a dedicated data center
team.
•	Customization that is easy and as per requirements of
business and Mobile responsive too.

To avoid the risk of Fires, tornadoes, hurricanes and
earthquakes which happen all the time, and which causes
severe damage to both, homes and businesses, a new
technology has come into existence termed as Cloud Mail
Hosting.
A more cost efficient and safer solution to operating
your email system in a cloud based email infrastructure.
Cloud computing is the latest in technology, and many
businesses are opting to sub-contract their email services
to a cloud based email server because of all the benefits
this affords.

Office 365
What is Office 365?
“Office 365” refers to subscription plans that include access
to Office applications plus other productivity services that
are enabled over the Internet (cloud services). Office 365
includes plans for use at home and for business.

What is Google Apps?
Google Apps is a package of cloud-based services that can
provide your company or school with a whole new way
to work together online-not just using email and chat, but
over video conferences, social media, real-time document
collaborations, and more.

Networking and Wi-Fi

Microsoft Infrastructure Solutions

Networking provides the most productive, most proficient
and most enduring tactic to build relationships.

Infrastructure optimization is Microsoft’s structured,
systematic process for assessing an organization’s IT
infrastructure and application platform across capabilities
in order to provide an optimization roadmap toward a
Dynamic IT. The roadmap helps companies to define and
implement optimization initiatives that will enable proactive,
IT management and deliver cost and risk reductions
across the IT organization. These optimization initiatives
also enhance user needs and user experience in order to
increase productivity and amplify the impact of employees.
Optimization enables a business to realize the full value of its
IT infrastructure and platform investments and establishes
IT as a strategic business asset that can facilitate innovation
and help organizations respond quickly to change.

Today’s technology users are mobile and visual. They can be
internal workers, external partners as well as customers.
Regardless of location, application, or information stream,
our solutions deliver a consistent high-quality and secured
network experience to connected users, with the
maximum uptime and highest throughput. This increases
end-user productivity, satisfaction ratings, business
system interaction as well as returns.
Until now, IT addressed this problem with multiple,
disparate systems that did not exchange data between
network access control, mobile device management,
guest management, and Auto Sign-On solutions and
manually tried to tie them all together. Every system was
another touch point.

Network monitoring
As network architectures becomes more complex, users
need network monitoring tools that provide performance
data and business intelligence.
The new software’s offer the ability to monitor both network
hardware operations and application performance, while
providing analytics that could improve overall business
processes.
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Virtualization

What is Virtualization?
Virtualization refers to the creation of a virtual (rather than
actual) version of something, such as an operating system,
a server, storage device or network resources.
Net Desire Technologies is one of the pioneers in
the UAE region in the field of Virtualization with its
dedicated support team of Vendors, it has several
man years of experience in the implementation of the
same in several industrial sectors such as Petroleum,
Finance, Banking, Health Care to name a few.

Storage Solutions - NAS/SAN
We are providing the best of services available in the
market by providing the best infrastructure for NAS/SAN
Solutions through its partner Vendors.

In order to help customers, assess the effectiveness and
potential of their IT infrastructure and application platform,
create agility, and reduce costs, Microsoft has developed
three Optimization models based on industry and analyst
work. The Optimization models are vendor agnostic, “All
of the up-front questions are about general technologies,
not specific products.” Optimization can be viewed in three
perspectives
• Core Infrastructure
• Business Productivity Infrastructure
• Application Platform.

Class Room Management:
Rising to the challenge and requirements of the modern
classroom, Net Support School provides the ability to
Orchestrate and deliver lesson content, work collaboratively
and monitor student PCs, ensuring that complete student
attention and focus is maintained at all times. There are no
hidden extras: all features are included as standard including
dedicated Teacher, Classroom Assistant and Technician
modules.
Net Support School helps teachers and trainers improve the
efficiency of ICT teaching by delivering a suite of tailored
features developed with teachers, for teachers. Teachers
and assistants can instruct students centrally to all their own
devices; they can help maintain student focus by monitoring
and controlling the use of apps, web sites, printers and
more. They can support student learning using unique
digital journals; a unique student toolbar to highlight lesson
objectives and expected outcomes; and deliver targeted
student and peer assessment with a unique Question and
Answer module, surveys or pre-prepared tests.

SERVERS
Net Desire Technologies has several man years

in terms of value and performance as we understand

of

hardware

the importance of your every requirement and we

requirements in terms of the Servers needed for the

strive to provide a superior service. Also we realize the

implementations of the Software Infrastructure of an

importance of partnering with industry leaders therefore

Organization. With their dedicated team of Software

the products that we recommend are high-class and

and Hardware analysts they take a complete spherical

second to none.

experience

in

understanding

the

perspective and suggest the Servers that are needed
for your organization.

Today’s technology users are mobile and visual. They
can be internal workers, external partners as well as

Even the future requirements are kept in

customers. Regardless of location, application, or

perspective in terms of Hard Drive Spaces, RAM

information stream, our solutions deliver a consistent

etc. to avoid future costs to the organization

high-quality and secured network experience to

ensuring a robust Return on Investment (ROI).

connected users, with the maximum uptime and highest
throughput. This increases end-user productivity,

We provide all high quality branded/ Customized
Rack and Tower Servers as per the need of your
Organization and ensure that the Server is of high
availability.

satisfaction ratings, business system interaction as
well as returns. We can deliver end-to-end network
solutions and infrastructure projects in all phases from
inception to planning, implementation, monitoring and

We at Net Desire Technologies help you seek the best

optimization by using our valuable industry experience,

possible IT hardware solutions for your needs with

highly focused approach and qualified resources

latest technology which is optimally configured

across the region

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE CONTRACT

Importance of IT in BUSINESS
Information Technology has become a key business
function for almost every organization. And most have
“great expectations” out of their investments in IT in
terms of Reduction in costs, standardization of processes,
Improve flow of work and communication, gain competitive
advantage by exporting new technology.

Why AMC with Net Desire?

Free software upgrades

WHY AMC?
Many spend considerable energy in designing and creating
their office space, complete with all conveniences. It is
equally important, however, to give thought to protecting
your office property and its contents against disruption
caused by breakdowns and contingencies. This can be
done by a combination of preventive maintenance and
contingency cover. It is therefore necessary to consider
and choose a mix of commercial insurance and annual
maintenance contracts (AMCs) to ensure smooth
functioning of your business.

How Net Desire helps improve IT
Infrastructure Maintenance?
It’s very necessary to keep your systems active if you want
business to be computable to your customers round the
clock. Net Desire can maintain the IT infrastructure without
any hassles. We can give you guaranteed maintenance at
a guaranteed cost. We provide a comprehensive Annual
Maintenance Program that provides our customers with
a peace of mind, knowing that they are in the safe and
professional hands of our network and system engineers.
For an Affordable annual fee, all components of their
network inclusive of all computer systems and peripherals
will be protected against all breakdowns and malfunctions.
With the support of technical expertise from our on-site
technical team, network and system engineers, all their
computing equipment will be kept at optimal performance
throughout the year.

High quality system
administration services.

Higher system ROI by
extending usability

Certified technicians
skilled in cross-platform
environments

Regular Network Health
Checkups.

8x5 & 24x7 Support
agreements.
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